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Consensus gap is the key to invest in General Trading

General trading is a business category unique to Japan, so there is no single accepted 

investment approach, unlike other common sectors. I would like to offer some insight for 

that in this report by proposing my personal views on the industry characteristics, how to 

interpret earnings estimates and how to figure out appropriate valuations.

I would like to talk about industry characteristics first. General trading is a conglomerate 

with huge debts, generating most of its profits abroad through resources. We can say it is a 

late cyclical sector as industry players increase shareholder returns and capital returns1

after their financial standing improves. In addition, they can easily increase their profits 

when interest rates are rising as long as crude oil prices remain high. 

The earnings of general trading companies (GTCs) depend on many factors such as 

commodity price, extraordinary gains or losses and their management policies (whether 

they discontinue loss-making businesses or not). Their earnings keep increasing and 

always exceed their estimates in economic booms thanks to their high leverages, while 

earnings deteriorate at an accelerated pace in recessions. Given the ever-changing 

corporate performances, we often find gaps between market consensus on earnings and 

earnings estimates by fund managers. With this is mind, I believe that the key point for 

investors is to bet on these gaps.

There are four points in earnings estimates for GTCs; namely resource, non-resource, 

extraordinary item and management policy. As for resource, when stock prices do not 

immediately respond to fluctuations of commodity prices, it is a chance for investment. We 

also have to look for price gaps among regions and commodity types as well as gaps in 

quantities and costs between market consensus and companies’ operation.

As for non-resources, the business line-up differs greatly from each other. When we look at 

transportation equipment, construction machine and machinery sectors, flagship operations 

for Mitsubishi Corporation are the auto sale agency that deals in merchandise of Isuzu

products in Thailand as well as Mitsubishi Motors, while the subprime auto loan business 

in the US and the aircraft leasing business are the main forces for Marubeni. Differences in 

business content is naturally reflected in earnings results, so we can forecast earnings more 

accurately by recognising these differences. I also have to add that earnings results are 

vulnerable to price changes in commodities as non-resource includes commodities such as 

farm crops and fishery products.
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As for extraordinary items, while GTCs generally classify them as their true ability, these items 

actually have transient features. Leading examples are gains or losses on the sale of electricity 

and real estate, causing changes in quarterly performances. Performances often improve 

sharply at conglomerates following changes in management policy. So, we should pay attention 

to their investment discipline and what measures they take against loss-making businesses.

I set a proper level of valuation at 8 in terms of the P/E ratio based on two theories. First, if we 

see GTCs as resources issues, they should be a little bit cheaper than overseas peers whose 

P/E ratio is around 9 due to their higher debt ratio. Second, if we see them as conglomerates, 

we should discount their P/E ratio by -30% from the level of industry peers (11-12) due to their 

higher proportion of cyclical businesses. Some people prefer to use the P/B ratio as a stock price 

metric for this sector, but I wonder where is the appropriate level for the ratio, how to evaluate 

shifts in business portfolios, how to deal with unrealised gains and losses and so on. Others 

want to use the dividend yield as the metric, but I don’t think an apparent dividend yield is 

trustworthy because earnings tend to swing up and down wildly at GTCs, and so do dividends.

Shareholder returns including dividends and share buybacks is a big topic for investors and 

affects the movements of stock prices. I always check companies’ credit target ratings and figure 

out who gains the upper hand in the market (bond investors or equity investors) at the moment 

when I estimate shareholder return policies2. Next, I estimate companies’ capacity for 

shareholder returns through cash-flow analysis including inflows following asset sales and 

outflows in the wake of investments. 

I have an impression that GTCs tend to repurchase shares in the final fiscal year of their 

mid-term management plans (MMP) as they manage cash-flows by three years in line with their 

MMPs. I would like to add that we hear a series of announcements on shareholder returns when 

MMPs are released as many companies modify total return ratios at that time. 

One more interesting thing which I would like to mention is that we often see a succession of 

dividend increases in the industry. GTCs are acutely aware of competitors’ management policies 

and once one company raises its pay-out ratio, others tend to follow suit as far as their finances 

allow. By the way, GTCs have often cut dividends during past economic downturns, so I 

recommend that you do not expect stable dividends, without dividend cuts, in such 

circumstances.

____________________________________
1 Gain on sale or valuation gain of existing investment destinations, net profits from newly 

acquired companies
2 Report “Two lovers chased by GTCs” by Takuya Kamiishi (April 2017)

https://www.daiwasbi.co.jp/pdf/market/1985/fm_20170417.pdf (written in Japanese)
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